2021-02-08
REQUEST FOR QUOTATION
CARIBOU CAFÉ – WASHROOM UPGRADES
TZC T 02-2021-01
ADDENDUM #1
This addendum shall be incorporated into, and form part of TZC T 02-2021-01 and take precedence
over all requirements of the previously issued bid documents including plans. This addendum must
be signed by the bidder (signing officer) in the appropriate space and must be attached to the Form
for submission by the bidder. This Addendum consists of three (3) pages.

1. DELETE DRAWINGS:
SHEET NUMBER
A002
M102
M203
E-2.0
E-7.1

SHEET NAME
SCHEDULES
MECHANICAL DETAILS, LEGEND AND
DRAWING LIST
AFRICAN PAVILION PLUMBING AND HVAC
MODIFICATION
ELECTRICAL PLAN BUILDING
ELECTRICAL SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM

REPLACE WITH DRAWINGS:
SHEET NUMBER
SHEET NAME
A002
SCHEDULES
M102
MECHANICAL DETAILS, LEGEND AND
DRAWING LIST
M203
AFRICAN PAVILION PLUMBING AND HVAC
MODIFICATION
E-2.0
ELECTRICAL PLAN BUILDING
E-7.1
ELECTRICAL SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM

ISSUE DATE
2021-01-25
2021-01-25
2021-01-25
2021-01-25
2021-01-25

ISSUE DATE
2021-02-02
2021-02-04
2021-02-04
2021-02-03
2021-02-03

1. Question:
Faux Tree Branch Door Handle ( Drawing A002 Door Hardware Specification) : Could you
provide detailed Specification and approved Vendors info, so we can ask for quote
accordingly?
Answer:
Please refer to drawing A003, note 2 at bottom left of drawing for a description.
2. Question:
Are there any sub trades for this job requires affiliated union labour ?

Answer:
No. Fair Wage Policy is applicable.
3. Question:
Please let us know if the following trades working on Toronto Zoo projects must be union
affiliated:
1.1.Masonry
1.2.Metal fabrication.
1.3.Glazing.
1.4.Carpentry.
1.5.Drywall.
1.6.Painting.
1.7.Sprinklers.
1.8.Mechanical.
1.9.Electrical.
Answer:
No. Fair Wage Policy is applicable.
4. Question:
Please let us know if supplementary bid form part 5 can be e-mailed 24 hours after tender
closing.
Answer:
Yes where noted, forms can be submitted 24 hours after stipulated closing date by email..
5. Question:
Please let us know if we can e-mail before tender closing the tender documents and deliver
the original documents with courier after tender closing. If it will be not permitted, please
provide to the bidders Covid procedures for the tender delivery and Covid procedures for
tender envelop opening.
Answer:
Submission – Temporary process - In view of the current situation with COVID 19
and to limit personal interaction, on an temporary basis submissions for this Request
for Proposal can be submitted
electronically by email in a PDF file, prior to the submission deadline to the following email
address

1.

purchasing@torontozoo.ca
and note the following:
a. Subject of the file to be: RFP# - Title of RFP – Vendor name.
b. Amendments to a Proposal may be submitted via the same methods, at any time
prior to the Closing Time.
c. It is the Supplier’s sole responsibility to ensure its Bid is received by the
Submission Deadline in accordance with the requirements of this RFP. The receipt
of Bids can be delayed due to a number of factors including “internet traffic”, file
transfer size and transmission speed. The Supplier should allow sufficient time to

download, complete and upload, as applicable, the submission forms comprising
its Bid and any attachments.
A Bid will only be considered to be submitted once it has been received by the Toronto
Zoo. The time of such receipt is reflected by the time received stamped by the Toronto
Zoo’s email application
6. Question:
For the above said tender, last time at the time of closing we had a word from siemens that
the existing MCC is absolute and they don’t have a solution. The bucket mounting can’t be
provided. Is it possible to get a clarity on this from the consultant? Please refer to the
drawing E-7.1.
Answer:
Please reference revised electrical drawings in this addendum.
7. Question:
Drawing A002 has specifications for doors and frames, however all doors are existing. Can
you please let us know why the specifications for existing doors are in included on the
drawing?
Answer:
All doors are to remain but repaired and refinished and all hardware shall be replaced.
8. Question:
Please confirm if contractor will pay for painting inspection cost noted in items 3.8.1.2. of
Section 09 91 12.
Answer:
No painting inspections from a third party are required.
9. Question:
Thank you for the arranging of the review of the existing door handle. We can not find in
hardware catalogs the existing handle. Can you please provide manufacturer name and
catalog number for the handle? If you do not have this information, can you please provide
shop drawings from previous project? If you do not have the shop drawings, can you please
confirm that the existing handle will be templated on site and new handles will be custom
manufactured
Answer:
Please refer to drawing A003, note 2 at bottom left of drawing for a description. Handles will
be templated with the Consultant providing a CAD file for the GC to refer to.
Receipt of the Addendum shall be acknowledged as part of your submission.
The Board of Management of the Toronto Zoo reserves the right to reject any or all Tenders or to
accept any quotation, should it deem such action to be in its interests.
If you have any queries regarding this matter, please contact Mr. Peter Vasilopoulos, Supervisor,
Purchasing & Supply, at 416-392-5916 or by email pvasilopoulos@torontozoo.ca.
Yours truly,
Peter Vasilopoulos
Supervisor, Purchasing & Supply

I/we hereby acknowledge receipt of this addendum and make allowance in my bid.
Signed (Must be Signing Officer of Firm)
Name of Firm
Date:

